Abstract: A DSP-based cross-channel interference cancellation technique with initial conditionfree fast convergence is proposed and experimentally demonstrated, for the first time, which improves BER performances up to 1000 times after only one iteration in IMDD DFMA-PONs.
CCIC principle
For simplicity but without losing generality, a two-channel IMDD DFMA-PON system carrying two independent information signals is shown in Fig. 1 . The system employs a pair of shaping (matching) filters in the transmitter (receiver) which form a Hilbert pair to produce channel orthogonality, thus these two signals occupy the same spectral region [1] . A full description of the digital orthogonal filter-enabled channel multiplexing/demultiplexing principle is given in [6] . As the CCI occurs mainly between two spectrally-overlapped orthogonal channels, the considered two-channel system is thus sufficient to evaluate the CCIC technique. In addition, an OFDM signal is considered for each channel in Fig.1 , the DFMA technique can, however, support arbitrary signal modulation formats. The top-level DSP functional blocks illustrated in Fig. 1 includes the proposed CCIC block in the receiver.
In the CCIC technique applied here we mitigate the linear CCI generated as a consequence of the non-ideal physical system frequency response. A channel's received signal can thus be considered as a linear combination of the desired signal and the CCI from its associated orthogonal channel. If an estimate of the linear CCI on a channel 978-1-943580-07-1/16/$31.00 ©2016 Optical Society of America can be determined it can then be subtracted from the channel's received signal to give an improved estimate of the transmitted signal. The CCI signals are functions of the transmitted signal, however as these are clearly not available at the receiver, the recovered signals, before signal demodulation, are used as the best estimate of the transmitted signals for input to the CCIC function. The first CCIC stage continuously computes the two CCI estimates and subtracts these from the suitably delayed received signals, thus generating improved estimates of the transmitted signals. Further CCIC stages can then be used to implement successive CCIC iterations to iteratively improve the accuracy of the transmitted signal estimates. The internal DSP structure of the evaluated CCIC block is shown in Fig. 2 (a), which shows two successive CCIC stages, the offline DSP being easily modified to implement either one, two or more iterations for evaluating the optimum iteration requirement. The DSP processes that calculate the CCI estimates operate by emulating the real processes that generates the actual CCI. For ch1 to ch2 CCI this process starts by 2x up-sampling, is followed by 3 distinct filter stages of; transmitter shaping filter s 1 (t), the entire physical channel h(t) and the receiver matching filter m 2 (t) and ends with 2x down-sampling. Here it is the physical channel h(t) that generates the CCI leakage from ch1 (cosine) to ch2 (sine) which cannot be removed by the sine-channel selective matched filter on ch2. The interference estimation function for ch1 to ch2 is therefore as shown in Fig.  2(b) . The corresponding ch2 to ch1 interference estimation function is shown in Fig. 2(c) .
Experimental system setup
The experimental system setup is shown in Fig.3 . The transmitter is implemented in real-time using an FPGA and DAC operating at 2GS/s [3] . An IMDD optical link is employed with an EML as an optical intensity modulator, a fiber link of 26km SSMF and a direct-detect photodetector consisting of integrated PIN and TIA. The key parameters of the OFDM signals on each channel and the optical link are given in Table 1 . The receiver is implemented with a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) which captures a sequence of digital samples and applies offline DSP using MATLAB. The DSO captures samples at 25GS/s which are resampled to 2GS/s in the first stage of the offline DSP. As performance is sensitive to the receiver sampling timing offset, the optimum timing offset is determined when resampling from 25 to 2GS/s. The offline DSP then performs all the receiver DSP functions as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2 , and is modified appropriately for the desired number of CCIC iterations. All digital filters in both the real-time transmitter and offline receiver are implemented as 32-tap FIR filters [3] . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the measured subcarrier BERs versus subcarrier index for channel 1 and channel 2, respectively, and their corresponding total channel BERs versus received optical power are also presented in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). In all these figures, BER performances are plotted for the cases of no CCIC and including the CCIC technique with one iteration and two iterations. It is evident that, when no CCIC is applied, the system frequency response roll-off of ~11dB [3] results in unacceptably high subcarrier and total channel BERs. To the sharp contrary, the BER performances after only one CCIC iteration are seen to be drastically improved by a factor as high as 1000, and the transmission system can now meet the typical hard-FEC limit. As a direct result of the proposed CCIC technique's powerfulness, the second CCIC iteration is not necessary, as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 . This indicates that the CCIC technique has a very fast iteration speed. In addition, from these figures it can also be seen that the CCIC technique is almost equally effective for various subcarriers experiencing a frequency response roll-off difference as large as 11dB, and also is effective for a received optical power variation range as large as 4dB.
Experimental results

Conclusions
A DSP-based, initial condition-free and fast convergence CCIC technique has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated, which is shown to be a highly effective in mitigating the CCI effect. Experimental results have shown that one CCIC iteration is capable of improving BER performances by up to 1000 times in IMDD DFMA-PONs.
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